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oft defense, sub-par fundamentals and a poor decision on 4th-and-15 are just some of the reasons why the
Eagles are making tee times following their 27-24 playoff loss to New Orleans. The good news for impatient
fans is they need retooling, not a complete rebuild as it appeared just a few weeks ago.

Dropped balls, penalties, and the inability to make plays will fluctuate from season-to-season, but the tangible
problem, yet again, lies in the lack of talent and inexperience of the front seven. The line did a poor job all season
getting off blocks and the linebackers are often out of position. The Saints, like many others, had success ramming it
down their throats.

As for the 4th-and-15 punt debacle, it was unfair to ask a tired defense to stop Deuce McAllister and the Saints’
offense at that late stage of the ballgame. However, the saga unfolded as a game of big plays and big misses, and the
Eagles came out on the wrong side over all four acts. They basically stayed in it because of blown coverage,
otherwise, New Orleans held a slight edge from the opening kickoff, even with the Eagles up by eight.

I was never totally on board the Jeff Garcia lovefest and thought he showed his limitations Saturday. However,
Garcia’s improbable run goes to show the Eagles don't necessarily need $100M Donovan McNabb to run the
offense. If they can hammer down Donte Stallworth and get a 1A complimentary back for Brian Westbrook, it’s
worth serious consideration to move D-Mac to a bottom-feeder, stockpile some draft picks, and select positions they
normally wouldn't, such as linebacker or safety. McNabb is a very good quarterback, but it's time to start thinking
along those terms. If not, the Eagles are sitting on a pro-bowl, MVP-caliber quarterback for the rest of his contract.
Either way, Eagles win.

Along with quarterback, they also hold a full deck with the rest of their offense. Their line is excellent and deep, and
B-West has proven to be an elite back. I also liked what I saw from Stallworth, Reggie Brown and Hank Baskett.
This is a sound group for the West Coast offense, and a feather in the cap of Big Red for assembling the parts
through unconventional means. For the first time in many years, the wide receivers are a non-issue.

The front seven has some promising talent in Omar Gaither, Trent Cole, Mike Patterson and Juqua Thomas, but
Reid’s peculiar philosophy of filling the linebacker corps with late-rounders and veteran castoffs finally burned him.
The tackle situation should be resolved through free agency instead of the draft. They are already very young up
front, and are sitting on a raw project in first-round pick Brodrick Bunkley.

Overall, their late-season turnaround and playoff win against New York demonstrated young upside, big-play ability
from the skill positions and veteran leadership. When football resumes, Reid’s Eagles will again contend with the
best, provided they address their defensive shortcomings.  ~ J. Weitzel
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Linebacker
Quarterback
Safety
Power running back
Special teams
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Resign Stallworth
Seek impact defensive lineman or linebacker through trade or FA
Resign Garcia


